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Let Xi be the set of all (TZ + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of determinant 1 over 
the finite field F, of q elements such that the diagonal entries (1, l),..., 
(i - 1, i - l), (i + 2, i + 2) ,..., (12 + 1, TZ + 1) are 1 and the non-diagonal 
(j, k) entry is 0 whenever (j, k) is not (i, i + 1) or (; + 1, i). Clearly Xi is a 
subgroup of SL(n + 1, q) isomorphic to SL(2, q) and it is well known that 
these Xi’s generate SL(n + 1,q). It is of interest to investigate what properties 
are possessed by this set of subgroups which would characterize SL(IZ + 1,q). 
This paper is a study in this direction. More precisely we shall prove the 
following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group generated by its subgroup Li , i = l,..., E 
each isomorphic to SL(2, q) h zu ere q > 4. Suppose that the Li’s satisfy the 
folloming conditions: 
(a) (Li , L,+& is isomorphic to SL(3, q); 
(b) there is an element ai of order q - 1 such that (ai , ai+l> is abelian of 
order (q - 1)2; 
(c) [L,,L,] = 1 wlzere 1 <i+l <j<n 
(d) (Li , ai+J z (L, , aj+> E GL(2, q) where 1 < i < n - 1 and 
2 < j < Il. 
Then G is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of SL(n + 1, q). 
In fact condition (d) may be removed when q is odd since it then follows 
from other conditions and we can prove the stronger result: 
rhEOREM 2. Let G be a group generated by its subgroups L, , i == l,..., 1z 
each isomorphic to SL(2, q) zuhere q > 4 and odd. Suppose Li’s satisfy conditions 
(4, (W, (4 of Th eorem 1. Then G is isonwrphic to a homonwrphic image of 
SL(lZ + 1, 4). 
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Condition (d) appears to be essential for our proof of Theorem 1 when 4 
is even. Unfortunately the case 4 < 4 has to be excluded from our theorem 
as our arguments depend on certain properties of the abelian groups (ai , ai+r) 
as subgroups of a group isomorphic to SL(3, q), which are absent when 4 < 4. 
Our method of proof, as may be expected, is to show that G is a (B, N) 
pair of type A, . This entails the construction of two subgroups of G, which 
satisfy the (B, N) pair axioms. For the concepts and results on (B, N) pair 
which are required for this work, we refer to the papers of Tits [5, 61. 
The notation is standard. 
1. THE WEYL SUBGROUP 
Before constructing a subgroup N of G, such that a factor group of N 
will turn out to be the Weyl group of G, we shall prove a few results on 
SL(3,q). In the paper, 4 will always denote a prime power greater than 4. 
(1.1) Let X = SL(3,@ wlzere 4 = pf alzd let K be the set of all diagonal 
matrices of X. Tlzen 
(i)) every element of order q - 1 is contained in a conjugate of K, 
(ii) every szlbgroup of X isomorphic to K is conjugate to K, 
(iii) K cofztains three distimt subgroups Kl , K, , K3 of order q - 1 suclz 
that C,(KJ is isowzorphic to GL(2, q). Moreover (Kj , Kk.) = K for every 
pair j, h of { 1,2, 3) and N,(K,) = Cx(Kj). I f  x E K - &, Kj , therz C,(x) = K. 
Proof. Assume first that q is odd. Let a be an element of order q - I in X. 
Then t = aq-l12 is an involution. By a direct computation, it is easy to verify 
that X has only one class of involutions, only one class of four-groups and the 
centralizer of an involution is isomorphic to GL(2, q). Let d = / q - 1 1s’. 
Assume that d f 1. Since d is prime to q + 1, q, it follows from the structure 
of GL(2, q) that Cr(t) has an abelian Hall-subgroup a of order dz. By a 
result of Wielandt [7], (a*-lld) may be assumed to be in i?. By a direct 
computation, C,(E) is a direct product of two cyclic groups of order q - 1. 
Thus (aj C Cx(a). Let Y be a subgroup of X isomorphic to K. Then Y 
contains a four-group F. The first and second assertions follow since C,(F) 
has order (4 - 1)” and X has only one conjugate class of four-groups. When 
d = 1, the assertions are consequences of Sylow’s theorem. 
Next assume that q is a power of 2. Let 3b T (q - 1). Set d = q- 1/3b. 
By an easy arithmetical consideration and because q f  2 or 4, d f  1. We 
note also that d is prime to 4, q + 1 and q2 + q + 1. Let a be an element of 
order 4 - 1 in X. Since X contains an abelian Hall-subgroup of order d”, 
it follows (a34 is contained in an abelian group g of order d2 by the result 
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of Wielandt [73. The structure of X implies that the centralizer of every 
non-trivial element of R is either a subgroup isomorphic to K or a subgroup 
isomorphic to GL(2, 2). Suppose (a> C Cx(a3’) E GL(2,q). By the structure 
of GL(2, q), every element of order q - 1 is contained in a subgroup isomor- 
phic to KY. Since all subgroups of order ds are conjugate in X and that the 
centralizer of any such group has order (q - 1)2, the assertions (i) and (ii) 
are proved. 
Let j be a primitive root of F, . Then the diagonal matrices ({, 5, %-‘); 
(<-*, j, S); (5, l-s, 5) generate the three subgroups KI , K?, , K3 of (iii). The 
rest of the assertion may be obtained by direct matrix multiplication. 
(1.2) Let Qir be the set of matrices of X = SL(3, q) of the form I + (x)~~ 
where I is the 3 x 3 idefztity mat& and (.x)~~ is the matrix with x E F, at the 
(i, j) entry and 0 elsezohere. Then 
(i) Q = Q.21Q31Q38 is a SD-subgroup of X with Z(Q) = Qsl = 
([x5 y] 1 x E Qzl , y  E Qza> zuheve [x, y] = 1 if alzd on& if either .t* = 1 07 y  = 1. 
(ii) The normali~m N,(Q) of Q is a splitting extemion of Q by K of (1.1 j. 
(iii) TJzer-e are precisely six SD-subgroups Q, ,. .., Q, normalized by K. 
Let Kj be i?ze three subgroups of (1.1) (iii). Then C,y(Kj) n Qi is elementary 
abelian of order q. For a fixed j, there are two distinct groups in 
S = (C,(K,) n Qi 1 i = I,...? 63. 
For $xed K,+ , K, and a ginen subgroup Q,., in S, there exists a Qi such that 
C,(&) n Qi = Q,,,; Qi = (Q,,, C,(K,) n Q3 and Z(Q$) =[QTs, C&T,) n Q,]. 
(iv) The normalixer IV,(K) of K is dihedral of order 6. Let 
J’i E N,(K) n C&f&) - R; yr E N,(R) n Cx(Kj) - K and i + j. 
We may choose a S,-mbgroup Qk normalized by K such that 
Moreoaer Z(Q# = Qk n C,(K,); Z(Q# = Qh n C,(&). 
Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) follow immediately from direct computation. 
By comparing the number of conjugates of K with that of 9, it is clear there 
are precisely six S,-subgroups normalized by K e.g., QzlQalQza; Q12Q13Qz3 
Q221Q223Q31; Q11Q23Q13; Q12Q13Q32 and Q12Q31Q32 - The rest of the assertions 
may be obtained by matrix multiplication. 
(1.3) Let L be a subgroup of SL(3, q) isomorphic to SL(2, q) where q is odd. 
Then L is tlze mique subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, q) contained in tlze celztraltim 
of an element of order q - 1. 
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Proof. The assertion is trivial since SL(3, Q) has only one class of involu- 
tions and the centralizer of an involution is isomorphic to GL(2, Q) which 
contains an unique subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, Q). 
(1.4) Let ti be an element of Li which inverts a, . Then ti normalizes H = 
<a, , a2 ,..., a,) and W = <tl , t, ,..., t,)H/H is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group of degree n + 1. 
Proof. We remark first that His an abelian group by conditions (b) and (c) 
of the Theorem and 1 H 1 divides (4 - l)n. Set Si = (L, , L,+l) G SL(3, q). 
By (1.1) and because Ns,(a,> r) Cs,(ai), Csi(ai) has order (4 - 1)2 and 
hence Css(ai) = <ai , aifl, - 1 Hi. It follows that ti E N,.(HJ, otherwise 
C,,(aJ 2 <Hi , Hji) 1 Hi . Similarly ti+l E N, .(H& Combming with con- 
dition (c) of the Theorem, ti E N,(H). By the ktructure of Li , tz E Hi _C H 
and thus ti2 = l(H). 
Let Kr , K2 , Ka be the three distinct subgroups of Hi whose centralizers 
in Si are isomorphic to GL(2, n). By (l.l), ti permutes Ki . Suppose ti 
normalizes Kr , K2 an d Ka . Then ti E CSd(Kj), j = 1, 2, 3, by (1.1) (ii). 
Thus ti E C,+(H,), a contradiction to the structure of SL(3,q) and since 
C, ,(HJ = Hi . Hence we may assume that ti fixes K1 , say [hence centralizes 
Kr’by (l.l)] and interchanges K, and K3 . Similarly t.i+l centralizes one of 
Kl , K2 , K3 and interchanges the other two. If we can show that ti+r centralizes 
a subgroup different from Kl , say K2 , then (titi+J3 E N,,(Kj),j = 1, 2, 3. 
Hence (titi+J3 E C,((H,) = Hi . Together with ti2 E Hi ,I this implies that 
Iv = (5 ,-*-, ?i, t ‘H/H is isomorphic to the symmetric group on n + 1 letter. 
Suppose that ti+r E C,(k;). Since Cs.(ti , ai> C C,,(aJ = Hi , it follows 
that Cs,(t, , ai) = Kl . ’ Hence Csi(Lcj C Kl . Simfiarly C,((L,+,) C Kl . 
By (1.3), and condition (d) of Theorem 1, Li = Li+l , a contradiction to 
the assumption of the theorem. 
Let N denote the subgroup (tl ,..., t,)H. 
2. THE BOREL SUBGROUP 
We shall show that eachL, contains a SD-subgroup Pi such that (PI ,..., P,> 
is a p-subgroup normalized by H and H<P, ,..., P,J will turn out to be a 
Borel-subgroup B of G. 
(2.1) There exists a subgroup Pi contained in Li and normalized by <ai> 
such that ,Qi = (Pi , P,,& is a S,-subgroup of Si = (Li , Li+l j. The normalizer 
Nsi(Qi) qf Qi in Si in HiQi where Hi = (ai , ai+J. Moreover we have Z(Q,) = 
[Pi , Pi+,]; Z(QJ”i = Pi+l; Z(Qi)tf+l = Pi. 
Proof. Consider the group S, = (L, , L,) first. As in the proof of (1.4), 
HI = <aI, z a > contains three distinct subgroups Kl , K2, K3 such that 
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t, E Csl(K,) and t, E Csl(K,). L, , L, are the unique subgroups isomorphic 
to SL(2,q) contained in Csl(K,) and C,JK,), respectively. By (1.2), we may 
choose a SD-subgroup Q, normalized by 24?r such that PI = C,l(K,) n 0, 
and P, = C,l(K,) n Qe have the proporties stated. 
We proceed in an identical manner for other Si except that we have to 
choose a S,-subgroup of Si normalized by Hi and containing a given Pi 
in Li which was found earlier. This is again possible as can be seen in (1.2). 
We shall next prove in a series of steps that Pi’s generate a p-group. 
(2.2) Set Pi, = Pi and Pij = [Pi, Pi, ,..., Pj]. Then 
(i) Pij is a co+gate of PI and in particulat Pij is elementary of order q; 
(ii) every element of Pij has the form [xi , xjhl ,..., Xj] where xk E Pk; 
(iii) Pii is centralized by Pi , Pi,l ,..., Pi . 
(iv) [xi , xi+1 ,... , xj] = 1 if and only if .T~+~ = 1 for some k < j - i; 
(v) [Pij , Pj+l,J = Piiz whefre 1 < i < k < E; 
(vi) [P,j,P,,]=lifk>j+lork<j. 
Proof. Since P:i+lQ = Pi+I by (2.1), Pi is conjugate to PI . Assertion (i) 
follows since [Pi , Pi+l ,..., Pi] = Pitj-ltj-Z...ti because of (2.1) and condition 
(c) of the Theorem. 
By the structure of SL(3, q), every element of [Pk , P,+,] has the form 
[a-? y] for some h’ E Pn: , y  E Pk+l . Also elements in P, and PkeF1 are conjugates 
of elements in [Pk , P,,,]. Assertion (ii) follows immediately since P,.,. is a 
conjugate of Pj . 
By (1.2), it is immediate that [Pi , Pi+,] is centralized by Pi and P,+l . 
Since Pit2 centralizes [P,+l , Pi+J, Pi& = Pi,, centralizes [P,+l, PifJti = 
[Pi , pi,1 3 PJ. Let 3~’ E [Pi , Pi+,]; y  E Pi+z and 2 E Pi . Then [x, ylZ = 
[x2, y”] = [x, y]. Thus Pi centralizes Pi,i+a _ Let w E P,+l . Then [x, y]” = 
[x”, y”‘] = [x, [w, y-l] y] = [x, y][x, [w, y-l]ly = [x, y] since 
[Pi 7 pi+ll, up,+1 , Pi+J] = [Pi , P.&p+1 = 1. 
Hence Pi , Pi+l , Pi+,1 is centralized by Pi , Pi+l and Pifa . We shall next 
prove assertion (iii) by induction on j - i 3 3. Since [P,+l , Pi+z ,...> Pj] 
is centralized by P,,, ,..., Pj by induction, Pit::! = Pi+2 ,..., Pii = Pi belong 
to C,(P,+l $)ti = CG(Pij). Let x E P,,j-l; y  E Pi and x E Pi or Pi+l . Then 
[x, y]* = [x~,y~] = [x, y] since j - i >, 3 and Y” = 3: by induction. Thus 
Pi and P,,, centralize Pij and the result follows. 
We prove (iv) by induction on j - i. I f  j - i = 1, then the assertion is a 
consequence of the structure of SL(3, q) (1.2). Let N = [xi, .xitl ,..., +r]. 
By(i), x = x’ti-d-3 “+i for some X’ E Pjel. Hence [x, xi] = [x’, ~~]~j-~~~-~‘.‘~i = I 
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if and only if either N’ = 1or.~~=1where,r~~P~.Ifx’=1,thenx=1 
and so by induction xk = 1 for some k < j - 1 - i. 
To prove (v), we show first [Pi , [P,+r , Pi+J] = [Pi , Pi+r , Pi+s]. Let x, 
y, z be elements of Pi , P,+l , Pi+, respectively. Then by Witt’s identity 
[x, y-l, z]Y[y, z-l, x]“[z, x-i, y]” = 1. By (iii), [x, y-l, z]” = [$, y-r, .z] and 
by condition (c) of the theorem [z, x-l, y] = 1. Hence [y, z-l, x1-l = 
[x, y-l, x]~-’ = [x, y-r, z] and thus [Pa., [Pi+l, Pi+J] = [Pi, P,+1 , Pi&J. 
For the general case we use induction on k - i > 3. Let x E Pi+l,li--l, 
y  E Pk , x E Pij . Then by Witt’s identity [x, y-l, z]g[y, z-r, x]“[z, x-l, y]” = 1 
where [y, x-l, x]” = 1 since [y, +] = 1. By induction [z, x-r, y]” E P$ = Pi, . 
Thus [x, y-r, z] E P$’ = Pil, proving the assertion. 
When k > j + 1, the assertion (vi) is an immediate consequence of condi- 
tion (c) of the theorem. If k < j, by (v), we have [Pk, [P,,, ,..., P/l] = Pkd. 
Let x E PI; , Y E Pk+l,d and z E Pii . Again by Witt’s identity, 
[x, y-l, x]“[ y, z-1, x]“[.z, x-1, y]” = 1 
By (iii), [z, x-l] = 1. By induction if k + 1 <j or k + 1 >j + 2, [y, z-r] = 1 
and if k + 1 = j + 1, then [ y, x-l] E Pi, . In the later case [ y, x-l, x] = 1 
since x centralizes Pir by (iii). It follows that [x, y-l, .z] = 1 completing the 
proof. 
(2.3)Let Ei = (Pik 1 k = i, i + l,..., n>. Then Ei = Pii x PiS,+l x he* x P,, 
The group Ej normalizes Ei whenever j > i. 
Proof. By (2.2) (iii) and (vi), we see that Ei is abelian. Let M = 
Pi&-l f-l <Pi,, )..., Pi,> and m EM. Since P, commute with (Pik: ,..., Pi,> by 
(2.2) (iii), [x, y] = 1 for all y  E Pr, . By (2.2) (iv), x = 1 and hence M = 1. 
Thus Pi x P,,+l x +*. x Pi, . The rest of the assertion follows immediately 
from (2.2) (v) and (2.2) (vi). 
(2.4) Let P be thegroupgenerated by PI , Pz ,..., P, . Then P = E,E, *** E, 
and P has order qn@+l)lP. The center of P is Pin and B = HP is a splitting 
extension of P by H. 
Proof. We shall prove by induction on n-i that Ei* = (Ei , E,+1 ,..., l?,> 
is a splitting extension of Ei by EF+, and Z(&*) = Pi, . When i = n - 1, 
both assertions are immediate consequences of (2.1). By induction EL, = 
Ei+lEi+z * * * E, and Z(E&,) = Pi+l,, . From (2.3), we have E, C No(E,) 
for all k > i + 1. Hence Ei n E$+, is a normal subgroup of Ei”,, . Suppose 
Ei r\ Ef+, f  1. Then Ei n Ef+, contains a non-trivial element y  of Pi+l,, . 
Let N f  1 and x E Pi . Since Pi C Co(&) by (2.2) (iii), [x, y] = 1. But (2.2)(v), 
(ii) and (iv) imply that no non-trivial element of Pi can commute with a 
non-trivial element of Pi+l,, . Thus we must have Ei n EF+;, = 1 and Ei* is 
a splitting extension of Ei by Ez+, . 
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By induction Z(E&,) = Pi+l,n . Hence CEi*(EF+,) Z EiP~+1,.~. From 
above, we have C&P,) n Pi.tl.n = 1. Thus Z(&*) C ,?&. Let .X = 
Vi+1 --. X,~E Z(Ei*) where xi E Pi, xi,.1 E P,i+l ,..., x, E Pi,. Let y  be a 
non-trivial element of Pi, . Then x = (xi *.. .Y,)Y = si .=* ~L’&~x~+~ *** J, 
by (2.2) (vi). Now (2.2 (v), (ii) and (iv) imply that si+j-l f  $++r unless 
xiii-r = 1. Hence ac = X, and Z(.Z$*) C Pi, . Equality follows from (2.2) (iii). 
The results of the lemma are nom clear. 
(2.5) We have t;‘Pijt, = P+l,j; t;lPkimlti = P;,,; t;lP,,t, = P,., where 
i+I <j<n;l ~K~i-l;~fi,2.f1andsfi-11,i. 
Proof. The result is an easy consequence of (2.1); (2.2) (v). 
The above result can be seen more clearly if we imagine Pij as a point at 
the (i,j) position of a IZ x n matrix. The action of t.< interchanges a non- 
diagonal point of the ith row with a point of the (i + l)th row in the same 
column Similarly, ti interchanges a non-diagonal point of the ith column 
with a point of the (3’ - 1)th column in the same row. It fixes all other points 
not equal to Pii . 
3. (B, N) RELATIONS 
It is clear that G = (B, N} since (B, N> contains (Pi, ni, ti> and 
(Pi , a,, ti) = Li . We shall now show that G is a (B, N) pair. 
(3.1) The intersection B n N is H. 
Proof. Since H (I N, C,(H) 4 N. By (1.4), H Z C,(H). Hence C,(H)/!!? 
is a normal subgroup of N/H, a symmetric group of degree 1z + 1. Suppose 
C,(H)/H is isomorphic to the alternating group or equal to N/H. Then 
t,t, E C,.(H). By the structure of SL(3, Q), t,t, does not centralize (a1 , as>. 
In other words, we have either C’,,(H) = H or C,(H)jH is a four-group with 
n = 3. 
Suppose C,(H)/H is a four-group and n = 3. Hence t,t, E C,(H). Thus 
t, = t,t,tgl inverts aa . This is a contradiction of condition (c) of the 
theorem unless 4 = 3. Hence we have C,(H) = H. 
By Dedekind’s identity, B n N = H(N n P) = H x (N n P) since 
AT n P is normalized by H and H n N n P = 1 because H is a #-group. 
Since C,,,(H) = H, N n P = 1. This completes the proof B n N = Et. 
(3.2) t,lBt, f  B. 
Proof. Suppose t;‘Bt, = B. Since P is a normal S,-subgroup of B, 
P is characteristic in B. Therefore tilPti = P. This gives a contradiction 
since (Pi , tilPiti) C P and (Pi , t;lP&) = Li E SL(2, q) which is not in 
p-group. 
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(3.3) Let rj be the coset tjH,j = l,..., n. Suppose w is aproduct of rj + ri . 
Then w = w’zu-w+ where w’ = 1 or a product of rj f  ri , yiel , T-,+~; w- = 1 
OY w- = r’i--lri--2 m-e ri--u and zu+ = I or zu+ = Y/+~P~+~ ... Y.;+~ where u and v  
are integus. 
Proof. Since every element of S- = {rr ,..., riel} commute with all 
elements of S+ = {ri+r , rif2 ,... , r,}, we may rearrange the factors of w 
so that w = wlzua where wr is a product of rj in S- and wp is a product of 
rj in S, . We shall now concentrate our attention on w, . I f  none of the factors 
of w1 is ri-r , set wr’ = w1 and w- = 1. Otherwise w, = w;Y~-~Y~-~ *.a ri-*r, *VP 
where w; = 1 or w; is a product of ri f  ri-r in S- and I;~, is the next factor, 
if any, following yi--t . 
Suppose Y, = yi--t--l . We do not change the form of wr above and proceed 
to the next factor, if any, following rm. If  rm E S- -{riAl, yip2 ,..., yip-t) ri&, 
then W, = ZU~TJ-~Y.~-~ *mm yi--t *em. If P, E (Y.~-~ , ri-s ,..., Y~-~}, say Y,, = Yi-j , 
then 
because (Yi-j-rr.i-j)’ = 1 and Ye = yimj and therefore 
w, = w;(ri-jTl) rigITi- **- r&t ... . 
We observe that this process stops after a finite number of steps and the 
final form of wr is zur’w- where wl’ = 1 or a product of yj in S- - {Y~-~) 
and w- = 1 or w- = yi--l~i--g *a* ri+ . 
Similarly we may rearrange the form of ws so that w, = wa’w+ where the 
meanings of w2’ and w+ are clear. Now w = wr’w- - wzw+ = wlr~~arzuTU_ * w+ = 
w’zu- . w+ where w’ = zur’ws’. This completes the proof. 
(3.4) The group G is a (B, N) pair of type A, . 
Proof. Because of (1.4), (3.1) and (3.2), it remains to show that r,Bw C 
BwB u Br,wB for all w E E’ and ri . In view of (2.5), it suffices to prove 
riPiw C BwB u Br,wB, where r&w means tiPi(tj, .** t+,) with w = rj *** rjb . 
Suppose yis f  T< for all 1 < k < 8. By (2.5) r,P,w = riw(&Piw) 
where zu-lPizu = P,., , I’ < i and s > i. The result follows in this case. 
Hence we may assume w = wlriw2 **a rizuB where w, is a product of 
rj E 1% ,..., Ye} - {ri}. Apply (3.3) and get w = wlyiwa mm* Y~w~‘w~-w,~+ = 
wypJ2 *-* Wls--lWgrTiWk-w,z+ . Again apply (3.3) to wkP1wk’ and so on, we have 
finally w = w’wr-w Y *a* T~w~--w~+ and we may assume that w,-w,+ f  1 
forall Cm <k”,“1 . \ 
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I f  zul-wrt = 1, then 
r&u = w’~&Y-;~~o-zu~+ 0.. C ZU’P~(~~)~Y~P~~U~_W~~ -.a C Bw’r,Pi~,zu,w2+ ..a B 
= BwB 
since (w’) Pi(ai>(w’)-’ E B;r,P,r, C Pi(ai) by the structure ofLi s SL(2,q) 
and (wz-w2+ ...)-lPi(zue-zue+ .**) E P by (2.5) and because wg-wp+ + 1. Next 
suppose zuZI1-wr+ f  1. Then 
= w’Y~(w~--w~+ --)(.zul~wl+ri ...)-lPi(wl-z~l+~i me.) C BviwB 
since by (2.5) (wr-wr, ~*~)-‘P~(zu~-w~+~~ a*-) E P because ZO~-W~+ f  1. This 
completes the proof that G is a (B, N) pair of type ;2, ~ 
(3.5) The only normal subgroups of G are subgroups of Z(G) or G. 
Proof. Let B, be the intersection of all conjugates of B. Suppose 
B, n P + 1. Then B, n Z(P) f  1 because B, <i G. Since Pin = Z(P) is 
conjugate to P, by (2.2) (i) and (2.4), there is an element of order CJ - 1 
acting fixed-point-free on Z(P). Thus Z(P) C B, and also all its conjugates 
Pij . In other words P C B, . This is a contradiction since t,lPt, g B. Thus 
B, n P = 1 and B, is a #-group in B. Since B has an abelian Hall-p’-sub- 
group H, by the result of Wielandt [7], B, C H. Both P and B, are normal 
subgroups of B and P n B, = 1. Hence B,,P = B, x P and so B, C Z(B). 
Since B, <I G, C,(B,) 4 G. By the result of Tits [5], C,(B,) = BG,B 
where G, is a subgroup generated by a subset of {tr ,..., &} because C,(B,) 2 B. 
The requirements that C,(B,) Q G and the above force C,(B,) = G. In 
particular B, C Z(G). 
Let U be a subgroup of B and G1 be the normal subgroup of G generated 
by the conjugate of U. If  G, n P = 1, then as above, we obtain G, C Z(G). 
Hence let Gr n P f  1. Then as before, this implies that Gr 2 P and so also 
t;‘PKti . This means Gl 2 (Pi , t;‘P& = Li , i = l,..., n. Therefore Gr = G. 
By the result of Tits [5], every normal subgroup of G either contains 
G = G1 or is contained in B, . In particular, we have Z(G) = B, . This 
completes the proof. 
By a result of Abe [l], (3.4 ) and (3.5), it follows immediately that G/Z(G) 
is isomorphic to L,+,(q). Th e result of Steinberg [3, p. 831 implies that G is 
isomorphic to a homomorphic image of SL(n + 1,q) when q > 4. 
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